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Supplier Outreach allows you to outsource the entire process of contacting your suppliers, whether it’s to remind them to provide 
information  or to recommend services that help with disclosures like CDP. Using a combination of methods, including email and telephone, 
Supplier Outreach helps:

• Companies increase and improve supplier information
• Companies reduce the hassle and cost of chasing suppliers for data
• Suppliers get additional insights and help to ensure they are providing the information needed

How does it work?
Simply provide ADEC with a list of suppliers and their contact information, or authorize CDP to share this information with us. We will email 
and call your suppliers, explain CDP’s request and encourage them to disclose. We can even chase your suppliers around the world, 
including Chinese-speaking suppliers in their own language. One we’ve collected all the data, we analyze it for you, and can even provide 
feedback to suppliers on their performance, based upon KPIs you’ve set. We can also offer them suggestions for improvement for next year, 
which you’ll realize in next year’s data collection and analysis.

Contact ADEC today to find out more about our Premium and Premium+ tiers
cdp@adec-innovations.com

While you may have your Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions well documented, you may find it difficult to manage what you don’t control 
yourself. Quantifying Scope 3 emissions is one of the most time-consuming yet uncertain parts of a carbon footprint – and they most 
likely comprise over half of your organization’s carbon footprint. Many companies struggle to coordinate information from their supply 
chain, verify its accuracy, collate it with their own data, and continually manage it in one place. ADEC Innovations (ADEC) can help you 
apply data on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) performance to drive improvement along your extended supply chain and 
streamline your Scope 3 reporting.

Are you having trouble getting suppliers to disclose their information to CDP and other data collection platforms?

Do you want to improve your response rate when requesting information from your suppliers without putting 
too much burden on buyers? 

Do you need support chasing suppliers based in different regions due to language barriers?
 
ADEC has 30+ years’ experience providing consulting services, creating software solutions and finding Data Collection and 
Management opportunities that get you out of basic tasks like chasing suppliers, and into saving resources like fuel, energy, 
manpower and, of course, money across your value chain. We can help you achieve your supply chain-related targets.

               ADEC has the unique ability to combine:

TECHNOLOGY
Reach improvement targets in your supply chain programs by effectively 
engaging the supply chain, facilitating the exchange of knowledge, and supporting 
special projects   

PROCESS
Take advantage of large numbers of people collaborating at scale and large 
amounts of data being captured, analyzed and used to drive performance  

PEOPLE
Capitalize on 30+ years’ experience and expertise to facilitate programs 
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